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COLLECTI O NS

DUSK

H A R M O N Y I N
T H E H O M E

It’s a very personal place; it sets the tone when
you wake up, helps you look your best all day and
welcomes you when you’re ready for sleep.
With Urbano, your bedroom and home office can
be as personal as you like.
A range of furniture to suit any setting
and any lifestyle. Urbano’s look is inspired by
European design and contemporary metro cool.
The addition of a matching Aquadi bathroom can
be incorporated for a spectacular en-suite design.
Welcome to Urbano.
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Welcome to the Urbano brand of bedrooms from Symphony.
Symphony is one of the UK’s largest suppliers of fitted kitchen,
bedroom, bathroom and home office furniture. As a market leader with
over 45 years’ experience we are constantly investing in ways to improve
our products, service and sustainable manufacturing principles
to create the perfect living space.

Q UA L I T Y
C R A F TS M A NS H I P

Symphony’s production facility in the
UK sets the benchmark for the whole UK furniture
industry. It boasts some of Europe’s most advanced
manufacturing and assembly technology, and all
Urbano bedrooms are made to the most stringent
quality standards.

10
T E N Y E A R
G UA R A N T E E
Each piece of furniture from
Symphony is assured with a 10 year
guarantee. Stringent quality control
systems guarantee you receive the
best quality furniture that is built to
last, so you can buy our furniture with
complete confidence.

H A N D P I C K E D
R E TA I L E R S

H I G H E ST
STA N DA R DS

Symphony has carefully selected and
built strong relationships with your local
retailer so that you can enjoy purchasing
your new bedroom. This means you
get the best choice of kitchens to suit
your lifestyle and a design service from
experts that help create the space that
is right for you.

Symphony is a fully accredited member
of FIRA, the Furniture Industry Research
Association. All our bedroom furniture passes
the FIRA Gold product certification and
ongoing auditing procedures continuously
benchmark our performance.

Art
From wall pictures to
wallpaper, art comes in
many forms and can
co-ordinate well with
chosen bedroom
furniture and accessories.
Combinations of bold
shades and natural tones
can work in harmony with
one another to complete
the look and bring your
bedroom to life.

I NS P I R AT I O N
I S E V E RY W H E R E
The bedroom can be a very relaxing place and somewhere to
unwind after a long day. With Urbano’s combination of fitted
and freestanding styles in an array of on trend colours and
warm natural tones, luxurious textures and bold statements,
your bedroom can be transformed into a place of serenity.
Urbano gives you a style that frees your inner designer and
offers you endless possibilities.

Environments
Our surroundings affect
the way we think and
feel. From city streets to
country life inspiration is
everywhere, so embrace
your environment to create
harmony in the home.

Patterns
Contemporary or classic,
bold shades or natural
tones, inspiration and
variation of patterns add
visual interest to your
bedroom design.

Materials
Mixing together wood,
metal and different fabrics
in the correct combination
of shades will help create
a bespoke feel, enhancing
your unique style and
natural flair.

G O L D
Colours
Striking and inviting,
complementary colours
and hues create a
harmonious atmosphere
in your bedroom.

Furniture
Furniture is often the focal
point within a bedroom.
Wardrobes, chest of
drawers and bedside
tables all provide ample
storage space for those
much needed items,
providing a clutter-free
room. Additional furniture
pieces such as a chair
can complement the
wardrobes and chests
chosen, adding to the
overall feel.

By its very nature, gold denotes
wealth and status in every country
and culture around the world.
Optimistic and positive, gold adds
richness and warmth to everything
with which it is associated;
illuminating and enhancing other
things around it.

DUSK

COLLECTION

Dusk offers a selection of woodgrain
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effect finishes from Dark Oak to a more subtle
Matt Porcelain, to introduce contrast and texture
into your bedroom design. The same colour can
be used for each piece of furniture, or used to
frame a contrasting finish to deliver an
ultra-contemporary European design style.

Inspired By European Design

Matt Light Ash

D U S K
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The on-trend woodgrain finishes add contrast
to plain walls and carpets, creating both a
functional and visually stunning bedroom design.
With ample storage solutions available, including
wardrobes, chests and bedside tables, your
bedroom can work around you and your lifestyle.

Matt Dark Oak
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Matt Porcelain with Matt Light Ash Framing

D U S K

01

E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching bathroom
with Aquadi’s Girona range,
to complement your Dusk Matt
Light Ash bedroom. The soft
colour with cross-grained texture
suits the European style and
adds to the overall design.

INSPIRED BY
EUROPEAN DESIGN
Framing your chosen furniture pieces in either matching or
contrasting finishes can present an ultra-contemporary
European design style, perfect for the modern home.
Additional bedside tables can be wall hung or with
contemporary chrome feet to add to the overall style.

Aquadi Girona Bathroom
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D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Mixing together high gloss with
darker woodgrain accent finishes
and pale walls can provide a bold
contrast, creating a contemporary
living space that is perfect for the
modern home. Add in additional
carefully selected lighting options
to help create the right mood.

B R I G H T
I D E AS

A M B I E N C E

I S

G O L D E N

Including the correct lighting options into your
bedroom design can add to the overall homely feel of
the room. Stylish ceiling lights can work in combination
with wall lights and bedside lights to create the
correct setting whatever the time of day.

S O L A R

COLLECTION

Solar presents a range of high gloss finishes
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which include Cashmere, Ivory, Platinum and
White. Cool, sleek and minimalist is the design
focus of this range, providing a popular and
contemporary style for your bedroom.

Inspired By Contemporary Style

Solar Gloss Platinum with Dusk Matt Dark Oak Framing and Headboard

S O L A R
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The high gloss finishes reflect light back
into the room creating the feeling of space.
Wardrobes and chests work well all as
one gloss colour, or can be framed in a
contrasting Dusk woodgrain effect finish for
a stylish and contemporary look and feel.

Solar Gloss Cashmere with Dusk Matt Light Ash Framing
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Gloss Ivory

S O L A R

02

E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching bathroom
with Aquadi’s Fiora range to
complement your Solar bedroom.
Available in an array of colour
options, the same high gloss
finish can be used between your
bedroom and bathroom to create
a seamless contemporary style,
perfect for the modern home.

INSPIRED BY
CONTEMPORARY STYLE
Contemporary style is shown off at its best with Solar. High
gloss doors provide a cool, minimalist feel that accentuates
simple design lines. Wardrobes, chests and bedside tables
can be designed in either a freestanding or fitted option to
deliver the perfect bedroom that works around you.

Aquadi Fiora Platinum Bathroom
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FAC E

T H E

DAY

D E S I G N E R’S

A L L YO U N E E D TO H AV E
T H E P E R F E CT STA RT
Give yourself the best possible start to the day by waking up
to a stunning, clutter free bedroom design. Incorporating the
latest design styles and ingenious storage solutions in a format
that suits you and your home will make getting ready in the
morning a breeze.

T I P

Large sliding wardrobes can be included in your
bedroom design to neatly hide away any clothes,
with both hanging and shelving options available.
These present a streamlined, minimalist look,
perfect for the modern home. Additionally, why
not mix the wardrobes with a matching chest of
drawers, bedside tables and headboard for the
complete look.

S L I D I N G
WA R D R O B E S

COLLECTION

Sliding Wardrobes offer the same full cabinet
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design as standard Urbano ranges and are
available in a selection of stunning Dusk Matt
and Solar Gloss finishes. The large sliding doors
neatly hide away all of those essential items,
providing a clutter free bedroom, perfect
for the modern home.

Inspired By Minimalist Living

Solar Gloss White

S L I D I N G

WA R D R O B E S
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The large sliding doors effortlessly open
and close, revealing a combination of
storage solutions. These are available with a
large contemporary chrome handle, which is
also available in smaller versions for chests
and bedside tables. The final look presents
minimalist living at its best.

Dusk Matt Light Ash
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Dusk Matt Light Ash
S L I D I N G

WA R D R O B E S
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E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
The modern Sliding Wardrobes are
available in a range of Dusk and Solar
finishes, which can co-ordinate well with
existing Aquadi bathroom ranges.
Whether you choose a mysterious Dusk
Matt Dark Oak or opt for a more refreshing
Solar Gloss White, there is the perfect
bathroom finish available to suit your
bedroom and matching en-suite design.

INSPIRED BY
MINIMALIST LIVING
Minimalist living is shown off at its best with this offer of Sliding
Wardrobes. The cabinets can be designed in a freestanding
format to present an ultra-cool European design style. The
addition of internal options that include hanging rails, shelves
and compartment dividers will present a bedroom that
complements your modern lifestyle.

Aquadi Fiora White Bathroom
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A

B E D R O O M

E V E RY

F O R

L I F E ST Y L E

M O D E R N

L I V I N G

Create a bedroom environment
that works around you and your
lifestyle. Up-to-the-minute looks
with wall hung bedside tables and
decorative chrome legs are the
pinnacle of modern living. Why not
incorporate the latest technologies
into your bedroom design with clever
storage and lighting options to make
the most out of the space available.

FA M I LY

L I F E

The bedroom can be a place where
everybody comes together, so should
work around you and your family’s needs
whatever the size. Carefully selecting
the ideal wardrobes and additional
furniture items can ensure that it is both a
functional and joyous space.

C H I C

D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Shaker style doors can provide a bedroom with definition.
Ensure that the bedroom is dressed with carefully
selected curtains, cushions and bedding for an elegant
feel, perfect for a welcoming home.

&

T I M E L E SS

Attention is in the detail. Furniture
styles complemented by attractive
handle options and accessories can
turn your bedroom into a place to
relax and unwind.

O R I O N

COLLECTION

An Orion shaker bedroom is characterised
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by its simplicity and versatility, making it the
perfect choice to suit a traditional style of home.
Available in a range of three striking colour
options, it showcases a mix of traditional rustic
charms alongside modern sleek designs.

Inspired By Classic Design

Matt Sage

O R I O N

04

Orion is available in three striking colour
options of Ivory, Platinum and Sage.
Select the one that suits your home best
and include co-ordinating handles to further
emphasise the traditional and elegant
design style of your bedroom.

Matt Platinum
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Matt Ivory

O R I O N

04

E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching bathroom
with Aquadi’s Valencia range, to
complement your Orion bedroom.
The classic look can be designed
in the popular colour options of
Ivory and Platinum, enabling you
to include a stylish bedroom and
matching en-suite design.

INSPIRED BY
CLASSIC DESIGN
The classic design is emphasised with Orion. Shaker style
doors with detailed drawer fronts all add to the overall look.
Complemented by elegant drop handles and decorative
cornice on wardrobes will present a homely feel and a
bedroom to be proud of.

Aquadi Valencia Matt Platinum Bathroom
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D R E A M
I N C O LO U R

C R E AT I N G

H A R M O N Y

Finding the balance of carefully selected
background colours often work best in a
combination of natural tones. These can
blend beautifully with selected framing
and handles to create a bedroom to
savour. Accessories can be included
to add your own personality and feel.
Earthy colours that are both matt and
gloss are on trend to create a stylish
and contemporary feel.

D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

When planning your bedroom colours, think
about the whole room: walls, floor, wardrobes
and accessories. Flat doors with soft, warm
colours co-ordinate well with dark woodgrain
effect framing to provide a stark contrast and a
focal point within your bedroom. For additional
palette inspiration, look at colours that exist
together in nature or find inspiration in your
prized possessions or collections.

L U N A R

COLLECTION

Lunar is available in a wide range of carefully
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selected matt painted colours from darker
Clay or Sage to a light and refreshing Platinum
or Chalk White. Its simplicity and versatility
fits well with the earthy colour pallet to
complement the popular Scandi style.

Inspired By Scandi Style

Lunar Painted Chalk White with Dusk Dark Oak Framing

L U N A R
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Available in ten painted colours, Lunar can
include the one option, or mix with contrasting
colours to present an individual bedroom design.
Include a glass countertop on dressing tables,
chests and bedside tables to complete the look
and protect those painted surfaces.

Lunar Painted Ivory with Solar Gloss Cashmere Framing
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Painted Platinum

L U N A R

05

E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching bathroom
with Aquadi’s Lucca Matt Pure
White range, to complement your
Lunar Painted White bedroom.
This can allow the design of the
bathroom to effortlessly flow from
the adjoining bedroom to create
a seamless style, perfect for the
modern home.

INSPIRED BY
SCANDI STYLE
The smooth matt finish of Lunar presents a contemporary
option for your bedroom. Include matching or contrasting
framing to present a focal point that blends with the
existing style of your home. Include stunning chrome handles
and ensure that cleverly designed storage solutions are
incorporated to present a clutter free bedroom design.

Aquadi Lucca Matt Pure White Bathroom
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D E S I G N E R’S

C A L M I N G
T E X T U R E S

M I X I N G

M AT E R I A LS

Wooden flooring, textured walls and fabric curtains
can work together in harmony to create the finished
look. Additional cushions, bedding and throws should
be carefully selected to complement existing materials,
textures and style.

T I P

Textured brick walls with exposed
beams can create an industrial look,
whilst smooth painted surfaces with
a designer feature wall can create a
modern living space. Why not choose
the option of mirrored sliding doors,
which create the illusion of space and
introduces more light into the room?

G L I D E

COLLECTION

Glide is our versatile sliding wardrobe
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collection, available in a wide range of
colour options and styles. The sliding doors
are mounted onto a minimalist frame and
provides ample storage space for those
much needed items. This design style
reflects urban living at its best.
Inspired By Urban Living

Dusk Horizon Matt Dark Oak with White Glass. Anthracite profile.

G L I D E

06

Glide Sliding Wardrobes are available
in a wide range of finishes from woodgrain
matt to reflective gloss. Our Silver Mirror
gives the illusion of space within the room,
or select our atmospheric Smoked Mirror.
Whatever your style, all finishes coordinate
well with Urbano’s bedside tables, chests
and dressing tables.

Reflection 3 Panel Silver Mirror. Anthracite profile.
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Reflection Single Panel Smoked Mirror. Anthracite profile.

G L I D E

06

Whatever your style, Glide Sliding
Wardrobes are available with finishes
to suit the interior décor of your home.
Both Aluminium and Anthracite profiles
are available with every Glide finish to
make your bedroom truely unique.

Reflection Single Panel White
Glass. Aluminium profile.
06

Solar Single Panel Gloss White. Aluminuim profile.

G L I D E

06

E N -S U I T E
H A R M O N Y
The modern Glide sliding wardrobes
are available in a range of finishes
that include Mirror, Glass, Dusk matt
and Solar gloss, which can coordinate well with existing Aquadi
bathroom ranges. Why not select a
muted finish of Aviano Cashmere to
complement your chosen Dusk Matt
Cashmere bedroom, perfect for the
modern home.

INSPIRED BY
URBAN LIVING
Glide sliding wardrobes are ideal for alcoves and
smaller bedrooms. They are available with plenty of internal options
that include hanging rails, shelves, open boxes, shoe shelves and
push to open drawers, which can be used in harmony with one
another to neatly hide away all of those essential items. Alternative
design ideas can include using the sliding doors to reveal an
adjoining dressing room or matching en-suite.

Aquadi Aviano Matt Cashmere
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T I M E
TO R E L A X

B AT H

A N D

B E D

Including matching bedroom and bathroom furniture in
your en-suite designs is possible with the Aquadi range
of bathroom furniture. Encouraging a continuous design
between bedroom and bathroom with an abundance
of finishes to choose from, will present a homely feel.
Selecting a warm textured woodgrain finish can be
used in conjunction with bright white walls and flooring
and chrome accessories to create a real statement
within your home.

H O M E
O F F I C E

COLLECTION

Create a home office area that works
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around you and your lifestyle. A range of
woodgrain matt and high gloss finishes are
available to deliver a space that is both
functional and visually striking, whilst
matching your chosen Urbano bedroom.

Inspired By Multi-functional Living

Dusk Matt Cashmere

H O M E

O F F I C E
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Home Office furniture can be designed
around you and your lifestyle.
Filing cabinets provide ample storage,
whilst a large desk gives you all the
space that you could need to work
efficiently from home.

Dusk Matt Cashmere

07

Dusk Matt Dark Oak and Solar Gloss White

H O M E

O F F I C E

07

INSPIRED BY
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL LIVING
A selection of drawer front colours and either Cashmere or Dark Oak
framing, enables you to mix and match to your hearts content, to suit
the style of your home.
Tall and low level filing cabinets, as well as base open cabinets are
available to ensure that everything can be neatly filed away to deliver
a clutter free office space. Additional locks on filing cabinets also mean
that all of those important documents can be safely stored.

Dusk Matt Dark Oak and Solar Gloss White
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1

Tired of having no
storage space
Does your wardrobe currently look
like this with clothes struggling to fit
in and the inability to find something
when you need it most? Then why not
upgrade to an Urbano wardrobe with
storage solutions to fit around you
and your lifestyle?

E V E RY T H I N G H AS
A P L AC E I N A
W E L L D E S I G N E D
S PAC E

2

With an Urbano bedroom there is a place for everything
with carefully designed storage options incorporated
into both freestanding and fitted furniture styles.
Hanging rails, push to open drawers and compartment
dividers are some of the internal storage options available
to help create a clutter-free bedroom.

3

With storage solutions
to suit your needs
Cleverly designed internal options can
be incorporated around you and your
lifestyle. Full height hanging for dresses
or half height hanging for shirts can be
designed along with larger shelving
options for those bulkier items.

Upgrade to an Urbano
wardrobe
An Urbano wardrobe can be
designed into the space available
in your bedroom and included with
an abundance of internal options
to ensure that everything has a
place. The end result will leave you
with a clutter free bedroom that
you’ll be proud of.

STORAGE
FOR HIM

STORAGE
FOR HER

Internal options to suit your needs. Double
hanging can be included for shirts and
jackets, whilst shelving columns are perfect for
those folded items. Additional larger spaces
and push to open drawers can hold those
bulkier items such as duvets and pillows.

Wardrobes with plenty of storage space for
all of those essential items. Long hanging
spaces can be included for full length dresses,
whilst compartment dividers are the ideal
solution for storing all of those handbags,
shoes and hats.

Internal mirror

Deluxe hanging rail

Drawers with internal organisers

Illuminated hanging rail

Pull out mirror

Drawers and compartment dividers

RANGE
SELECTION

L U N A R
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Painted Clay

Painted
Cashmere

Painted Ivory

Painted
Platinum

Painted Chalk
White

Painted Pumice

Painted Duck
Egg Blue

Painted Stone

Painted Skylon
Grey

Painted Sage

Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

From contemporary to classic, there is a furniture
range and finish available for any style of home
from urban apartments to country cottages.

01

D U S K
Matt Cashmere

Matt Dark Oak

Matt Light Ash

Matt Porcelain

06
02
02

G L I D E

S O L A R
Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Ivory

Gloss Platinum

Gloss White

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

03

S L I D I N G
Dusk Matt
Cashmere

WA R D R O B E S

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Dusk Matt
Light Ash

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
White

07

04

H O M E

O F F I C E

F R O N TA LS
Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Dusk Matt
Light Ash

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

O R I O N
Matt Ivory

Matt Platinum

Matt Sage

Cabinet framing including desks are available in Dusk Matt
Cashmere and Dusk Matt Dark Oak only. These along with all
other finishes are available as drawer fronts.

F R A M I N G
Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

GLIDE
STYLES

HANDLES

Follow the 5 easy steps below to

A selection of handles are available to
suit the style of furniture chosen. From
contemporary chrome to more decorative
handles for a traditional look.

choose the desired style of Glide
sliding wardrobes for your bedroom.

Step 1 - Choose your range
Glide Dusk
Single Panel

Glide Dusk
3 Panel

Glide Dusk
Horizon

Glide Reflection
Single Panel

Step 3 - Choose your offset centre
panel finish (if applicable)
Glide Dusk Horizon / Glide Solar Horizon
Silver Mirror

Full woodgrain
doors (single panel)

Full woodgrain
doors (3 panel)

Woodgrain doors
with mirror/glass
offset centre panel

Full mirror or
glass doors
(single panel)

Glide Solar
Single Panel

Glide Solar
3 Panel

Glide Solar
Horizon

Glide Reflection
3 Panel

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Kensington Pull Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 1

Kensington Bar Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 2

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 3

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 1088mm
Option 4

Satin Nickel Square Knob
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 16mm
Option 5

Satin Nickel Square Knob
(Door)
Handle Centres: 16mm
Option 6

Concave Satin Nickel
Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 7

Concave Satin Nickel
Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 8

Chrome Bow Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 9

Chrome Bow Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 10

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 11

Square Chrome Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 12

Chrome Wave ‘D’ Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 224mm
Option 13

Chrome Glitter Square Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 14

Chrome Glitter Bar Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 160/192mm
Option 15

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 17

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 18

Square Bar Polished
Chrome Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 19

Square Bar Polished
Chrome Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 20

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 21

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 22

Clear Faceted Knob
(35mm)
(Drawer & Door)
Option 25

Large Round Knob
& Backplate
(Drawer & Door)
Option 26

Natural Iron Fluted Knob
& Backplate
(Drawer & Door)
Option 27

Step 4 - Choose your door profile
Full gloss doors
(single panel)

Full gloss doors
(3 panel)

Gloss doors with
mirror/glass offset
centre panel

Full mirror or
glass doors
(3 panel)

Step 2 - Choose your main door finish

Aluminium

Anthracite (upgrade)

Glide Dusk / Glide Dusk Horizon
Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Chrome and Crystalized™
Swarovski Elements
Pull Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 16

Step 5 - Choose your framing finish
Glide Solar / Glide Solar Horizon
Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Glide Reflection
Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Stepped Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 23

Vote Inox Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Option 28

Treasure Drop Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 24

Polished Profile Handle
(300mm & 450mm Drawers)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 41

Polished Profile Handle
(600mm & 900mm Drawers)
Handle Centres: 445mm
Option 42

No additional handles are required for Glide
sliding wardrobes.
Home Office furnitue is available with handles
that have maximum centres of 160mm.

1

3

Find the look
Carefully consider furniture
styles that co-ordinate well
with the design of your home.
Take inspiration from your
existing en-suite if you have
one, or additional prized
possessions in other areas of
your home. This will steer you
towards either a sleek and
contemporary or warm and
traditional style to help create
a bedroom environment to
be proud of.

C R E AT E
YO U R D R E A M
B E D R O O M

2

Consider your style
Choose from numerous style
options from freestanding
contemporary designs to a
more classic fully fitted look.
Additional sliding doors or front
frame cabinets are available to
ensure that Urbano has every
specification covered. All with
a range of internal options and
ample storage space to suit.

4

Plan your bedroom
Look at the space available
and think about who will
be using the bedroom.
Plan in wardrobes, chest
of drawers, bedside tables
and a headboard that fits
around you and your lifestyle.
Consider storage options that
include ample space and are
easily accessible for those
much needed items.

5

Choose your colours
and handles.
With an abundance of finishes
and handle options to choose
from, including the option of mix
and matching colours, you can
design your bedroom to be in
keeping with the style of your home.
Dark woodgrain, shaker matt or
muted finishes offer a warm and
homely feel, whereas high gloss or
flat matt options are a designer’s
dream, offering a contemporary
style. Ensure that the finishes
co-ordinate well with the walls,
flooring and accessories chosen
to help transform your bedroom
into a place of relaxation.

Storage requirements
A place for everything. With an
abundance of storage options to
choose from, the design options are
endless. Carefully consider who will
be using the bedroom and design
the furniture around your lifestyle.
Full cabinet wardrobes are available
with internal push to open drawers and
compartment dividers to ensure that
everything has a place. Additionally,
chest of drawers are the perfect option
for folded items, whilst bedside tables
provide easy access for those few
essential bits and pieces.

W E ’ V E A B U N C H O F
H A N D P I C K E D R E TA I L E R S
Now you have taken inspiration from our collections and
created the brief for your dream bedroom it’s time to visit your local
Urbano bedroom specialist to finalise your design.
Urbano bedrooms are available through approved independent retailers
throughout the UK. If you’d like to see our products, you can find contact
details for your local retailer online - www.symphony-group.co.uk

symphony-group.co.uk

Got a question about a product or just fancy a chat?
Call our head office on 01226 446 000.

Symphony Group PLC.
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ

General Customer Enquiries:
Tel: 01226 446000
Fax: 01226 711185
enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk
www.symphony-group.co.uk/urbano

Retail Sales Office Enquiries & Orders:*
Tel: 01226 446541
Fax: 01226 719317
retailsales@symphony-group.co.uk

*Please note: Orders cannot be placed directly and must be placed through your local Urbano specialist.

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve the right to make changes to the colour, design
and descriptions or methods of manufacture of our furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring liability.
In many of our products we use wood, a natural living material which will reflect a variety of grains and textures, so variances must be allowed for.
Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine finishes may incur a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies
to door and drawer fronts only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will allow. Not every showroom
contains all the products featured in this brochure. Urbano is a registered trademark of The Symphony Group PLC.
Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon which it is based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC.
No part of this brochure, said photographs and other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means
(including but not limited to photocopying or storing in any electronic medium) without the prior express written permission of
The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright The Symphony Group PLC 2019.

